Boise State University
Theatre Arts Department

and

The Theatre Majors Association

presents

Phenomenology:

A philosophical viewpoint that sees the reality of an object only in a person's awareness or consciousness of an object.

Theatre Showcase Productions
Directed by Students
contains adult content

This Showcase production is dedicated to the memory of
Sherry Denise Widner
Written by/Heiner Müller
Directed by/Flint Weisser
Video by/Jesse Jones

Hamlet/Randy Davison
Ophelia/Ashley Martell
Chorus 1/Sara Bruner
Gertrude/Sheri Novak
Chorus 2/Leonora Bernstein
Claudius/Hamlet's Father/James Fisk
Horatio/Polonius/Stoney Tuckness

Special Thanks to/
Phil Atlakson, Jesse Jones,
Mike Baltzell,
Fran Maxwell, and AL.
SHOWS ON WEDS. & FRI.

Addict

John Henry        Sean Small
Elena Henry       Heather Israel
Christine Henry   Kam Hervey
Terry Commons     Randy Davison
Player A          J.R. Doner
Player B          Eric Wieseman
Player C          Kassy Melton
Player D          Rachel Pfleger
Player E          Mika Morris
Chorus            Rachelle Bernard

Directed by
Jeffrey Dean Lawrence
Written by
Jeffrey Dean Lawrence

Anytime anything becomes such an obsession in someone's life that it begins to become damaging to themselves or those around them, how then can it not be called an addiction?
SHOWS ON WEDS. & FRI.

STAGE DIRECTIONS
BY ISRAEL HOROVITZ

DIRECTED BY DONNA J. SELLE

Richard: Jared Dalley
Ruth: Karen Wennstrom
Ruby: Amber Hartley

Cellist: Nikki Graybeal
Excerpt from Bach/Strokowski's Komm Susser Tod
(Come Sweet Death)

Program Artwork by Lance Dameron
Written & Directed by Dano Madden

Planet Dwellers
Orflong........Sam Read
Zip............Randy Davison
Drop...........Sara Bruner

Music by Carolyn Bevington & Dano Madden

Program Design..Flint Weisser
Sound Effects...Nick Garcia

Special Thanks:
Isaac Perelson
Richard Klautsch
Chris Willson
Micheal Baltzell

SHOWS ON THURS. & SAT.
SHOWS ON THURS. & SAT.

CORDS
written & directed by samuel read

performers
karen wennstrom
isaac perelson
monica mason
jerry bausman
jake huntsman
jennifer stockwell
michelle lockhart
james fisk

stage manager: kristy martin

program art: brenda seppa
DON'T PANIC
The "technicalities of life"
TOOL TIME featuring....
Mike "The Hammer" Baltzell  Mike "The Sawblade" Hartwell
Kristy "The Makita Girl" Martin

IN THE AIR
Grid Girl 1  Rachel Pfleger
Grid Girl 2  Shawna Howell

IN THE BOOTH
Master Mixologist  Eric "Mc-Dub" Wieseman
The Illumination Station  Amy "The Illuminator" Welsh

EXECUTIVES IN CHARGE OF PEOPLES
ASM, AKA, Stress reliver  Karena "Therapist" Nielsen
Calling the shots(and drinking them)  Particle Fran Maxwell

A big hug to all who helped put up this show. Especially a thanks to Karena for designing lights and Amber for knowing how to run a VCR.
Even though we are all suffering from a severe case of insomnia, at least we had a good time. Happiness is a coke and a smile, just remember that!

Well ok. So long and thanks for all the fish!
Techies

TMA Officers
President  Karen Wennstrom
Vice-President  Dano Madden
Treasurer  Teresa Flowers
Artistic Director  Samuel Read
Technical Director  Kristy Martin

Special Thanks
BSU Theatre Arts Department
Richard Klautsch
Fred Hansen
Charles Lauterbach